


UNIQUE.
SUSTAINABLE.
CUSTOMIZABLE.

Glan-Park® offers diverse design possibilities for innovative space concepts. The  Glan-Park® 

DesignLine floorboards are available in oak, which can be refined in various textures and 

over 40 color variations. This variety of combinations offers numerous design possibilities for  

your floor.

We have the highest quality standards 

and place great emphasis on sustainable 

and environmentally friendly processing. 

For this reason, we manufacture all Glan-

Park® DesignLine floorboards in our own 

production facility in the Lüneburg Heath. 

The support panels consist of 9 or 12 mm 

thick birch plywood sheets from Scandina-

via, which are produced with excellent oak 

veneer layers in 4 or 6 mm thickness in four 

different grades at our factory in Dömitz. 

The processed oak wood mainly comes 

from Germany and France.

And we can do even more: 
feel free to ask us about other types of wood. 
Upon request, you can receive your parquet 
in walnut, ash, beech, oak or larch – of course 
from sustainable forestry.





The refreshing liveliness of the parquet is achieved through the surface you choose. This not only varies the appearance of 

the floor, but also the feeling that accompanies you with every step. The respective character is shaped by brushing with wire 

or nylon brushes. This specifically highlights and emphasizes the grain of individual woods. The individual processing makes 

each board a unique piece.
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INSTALLATION  + 
ASSEMBLY
The floorboard structure consists of a total of 13, 16 or 18 mm 

with a 4 or 6 mm thick wear layer. The curved outer contour 

is highlighted by a 2.5 mm beveled edge. This creates a calm, 

naturally curved joint in the installation pattern. Depending on 

the type of wood, a different play of colors is created by chan-

ging light incidence.
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Colour change possible 

Knots ø 5–10 cm possible 

Cracks possible 

Sapwood possible

Cracks possible 

Knots ø 5–8 cm possible 

Colour change possible 

Colour change possible 

Small knots up to ø 5 cm possible 

Colour change possible 

Colour change possible 

Pin knots possible 

SORTINGS 
Each sorting of Glan-Park® DesignLine-boards has 

its own unique character and determines the overall 

effect. Depending on the expression of knots, sap-

wood, and color differences, the floor appears calm 

and elegant to lively and rustic.

SIMPLY ELEGANT

The top of the wood must not have knots*, sapwood, 

or cracks. No large color and structure differences 

are allowed. The pieces are processed both with 

tangential and radial cuts. *Knots with minimal di-

mensions are occasionally permitted.

COMPLETELY  NATURAL

The top is free of sapwood and cracks. Healthy, firm, 

small knots as well as natural color differences are 

allowed. In plank floors, slightly larger knots may 

occur.

STRIKINGLY  MARKANT

The character arises from a striking grain of the 

wood, knots, and a lively structure. The knots must 

be firm. Some sapwood and healthy knots are per-

mitted. Cracks may occur occasionally.

BOLDLY  RUSTIC

The character is characterized by a very lively struc-

ture. Small cracks as well as sapwood and knot holes 

are allowed.



40 + 2 COLOURS 

When choosing the color tone, trust your instinct and imagination. Colors are 

perceived individually and can be felt much better than defined. And a shade 

that will surround and accompany you on a large scale for many years should 

correspond to the furnishings and style as well as your personal taste. More 

than forty standard colors for Glan-Park® Design Line boards give you ample 

room for movement and decision making. 

The colors shown were applied to oak wood. The colors shown are indicative and not binding.

Antique Bronze Aqua Ash Grey Biscuit Black Bourbon

Castle Brown Charcoal Cherry Coral Chocolate Cornsilk Cotton White

Abbildungen: Rohware ohne Oberflächenbehandlung
Mist 5 % Mud Light Natural Oak Olive Oyster

Smoke Smoke 5 % Smoked Oak Stone Super White Titanium Grey

Holz ist ein Naturprodukt – Abweichungen der aufgeführten Sortierungs-
hinweise können vorkommen und stellen keinen Mangel dar.Pine Pure Savanna Sky GreySilver Grey Slate Grey

Dark Oak Gris Beige Havanna Ice Brown Mahogany Mist

Vanilla Walnut White White 5 % Crudo Optic raw wood

100%
VOC FREE
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